
Abstract in English 

 

This thesis deals with process of public offering in Czech capital market’s environment. 

Public offering is an alternative to debt financing for companies concerning raising capital. 

However, In Czech Republic, when companies confronted with this dilemma, waste majority 

of them choose debt financing against equity financing. 

 

My thesis is divided between introduction, eight chapters and conclusion. In the 

introduction of my thesis, I set to myself a goal, to answer the question, whether legislative 

situation in Czech Republic is negatively influencing the number of public offerings, mainly 

initial public offerings, carried out on Prague stock exchange. 

 

Every two chapter of my thesis creates one logical part and therefore I shall describe 

them as such. In first two chapters, I am enlightening the topic of public offerings and I also 

try to analyze reasons, which lead companies to undertake the whole process. My concern is 

also about factors, which company should pay attention to when deciding about going public. 

 

In third and fourth chapter I try to analyze the steps, which are necessary for companies 

to take before engaging in public offering process itself. I take extra care of prospectus, which 

is the most important document presenting the issuing security to investors. Main analysis 

lays on clash between complexity of prospectus and the ability of retail investors to 

understand it properly. 

 

Fifth and sixth chapter are dealing with the underwriting of security itself. I scrutinize 

certain unclear moments along the path and also some institutes, which arise only on Czech 

capital market as oppose to some globally known issues. It is mainly the issue concerning bill 

on securities, conditional trading on Prague stock exchange and under pricing. 

 

Last two chapters concern mandatory information disclosure obligation of issuer and its 

benefits to the market as a whole. At the same time I look at the process of price stabilization 

from legal point of view of Czech legislator. 

 



Conclusion of my thesis is designated to evaluation of present Czech legislation with 

respect to public offering of securities. I try to resolve the ultimate question and possibly 

identify Czech legislation as a main obstacle between companies and equity financing.   

 


